
• Setting Notes: FF7 happens on Midgard. It’s basically a modern magic setting crossed with 

cyberpunk. Magic comes from the lifestream, which is basically the life energy of the planet. 

But also the repository of the souls of every person who’s ever died. And Mako is the usable 

fuel form of the lifestream energy. So using the lifestream as a power source is basically 

equivalent to burning souls for energy… and also the life force of the planet. FF7 is weird like 

that. But that’s what fuels the conflict of the game. So Wesley’s (name?) going to be in 

charge of Shinra pre or post story then that’s the big problem he’s going to be dealing with. 

How to keep Shinra and everything it’s built running without killing the planet to do it.  

 

• Wesley’s Story: I don’t know how committed you are to Wesley taking Cloud’s place. But I 

actually think it might make more sense for Wesley to be in charge pre-story. And thus 

averts most of the events of FF7 by being… well… NOT an evil industrialist. It’d also explain 

why Tifa’s head of security. Wesley didn’t try to fight AVALANCHE, he hired them to help 

solve the Mako problem. Then you could explain Scarlet not getting fired by Wesley figuring 

it’d be best to keep her around so he can ‘keep an eye on her’.  

 

 

• Including 2B: This could be done pretty easily. Scarlet’s the head of Shinra’s weapons 

division. So… let’s say 2B’s some kind of new combat android. Just modified to desire 

Wesley. Heck, it even opens the door to including other hot robot women from other 

franchises if we ever want to do a sequel. Like say, Haydee or The Twins. [DEFUNCT: Save 

this for a sequel.] 

 



• Tifa and Scarlet’s dynamic: I’d assume both have major BLACKED fetishes and they both 

want Wesley. If we’re going by their canon personalities then I figure Scarlet would be a lot 

more aggressive about it than Tifa does. Heck, maybe Wesley doesn’t even know she’s into 

that until Ubera shows up to cause trouble? Personality wise, Tifa and Scarlet would bounce 

HARD off each other. Scarlet’s basically a dominatrix and Tifa’s a girly tomboy from the 

sticks so… yeah you can’t get much more opposite than that. But then that depends on how 

slutty you want Tifa to be at the start. If she’s a lot dirtier at the start then their relationship 

could be a lot more explosive. 

 

 

 
• Opening Sequence: This’ what I’ve got so far for how we could open the story.  

o Wesley’s working in his office, trying to manage the absolute mess Shinra has 

become after going public with the Mako problem. …And detaining the worst people 

in the company’s command structure. Plus the total lack of progress on finding a 

Mako alternative, well, he’s under a lot of stress.  

o Tifa’s pretty much the only person who’s NOT a source of stress at the moment. 

Also, she’s giving him a blowjob under the desk.  

o And just when his day couldn’t get any more stressful, a corporate assassin (or 

maybe a really radical ex-AVALANCHE agent) busts in to take out Wesley! …Which 

obviously doesn’t work because Tifa just straight up decks him clean out of the 

office ‘cause, you know, she’s crazy fricking strong. 

o Now what happens next when Tifa goes after the guy is up for grabs. Whether she 

tries to talk him/her down or to drag him off to some kind of containment cell I’m not 



sure of. But right as she’s about to, somebody blasts the poor bastard out of 

nowhere and liquifies them into smelly blue sludge! Which gets all over Tifa and 

seriously grosses her out. “Ew ew ew it’s in my hair!” 

o Turns out it was Scarlet, who swaggers in all confident with the biggest death ray 

pistol-thingy Tifa’s ever seen. Add in some off hand comment about how the hardest 

part was to making sure the melted person-goo was easy to clean up. 

o Some back and forth about that new weapon definitely being Mako powered and 

they talked about this! Dammit Scarlet! There’s definitely some sexual tension 

though, with Scarlet being all smug on one end and Tifa playing the aggressive 

tomboy on the other. 

o That’s when she notices Scarlet’s BLACKED underwear. More denial from Tifa that 

Wesley’s definitely not into that kind of messed up stuff. Except when Wesley 

comes out to inspect the damage… yeah he totally is. Because Scarlet pulled the 

old ‘dropped pencil’ trick so she can bend over in front of her and BAM, BLACKED 

thong! 

o That definitely turns him on and, yeah Tifa’s surprised. And more than a little jealous 

now because she could have been doing that too! 

▪ Maybe this can play into the BLACKED dirty talk they get into later. Like 

Scarlet’s much more confident but Tifa’s kind of nervous about the whole 

thing. Like sweetly asking if this is really doing anything for him, like a wife 

would.  

o Suddenly there’s an explosion outside, and when they run out with the security, they 

see Ubera crawling out of the crater! …obviously this freaks everybody out ‘cause 

she’s an 8 foot cyborg spider lady. Who’s really friendly for some reason. 



o Ubera figures out what’s up with the planet pretty quick. (She’s from 40k so she 

knows a dying planet when she sees one.) Which works out perfectly because she’s 

been searching the multiverse for another Wesley to play with.  

o So she offers them a deal, she’ll give them the information they need to build an 

alternative power source that can save the planet but… in exchange they need to 

offer their bodies to her.  

o Next comes the expansion sequence. I’d say make it a group activity instead of each 

being isolated while they grow. Make it follow the following progression: 

▪ Initial ass expansion with both women. Scarlet’s embarrassed because she 

liked her tight and toned butt. Tifa just embraces it ‘cause she’s always 

dreamed of having a balanced figure. 

▪ Breast expansion follows. Tifa’s less happy with this cause she was busty 

already darn it! Scarlet’s much happier cause now she can compete with 

Tifa in the chest department. 

▪ Ball growth with Wesley while the other two happen. Ubera lets her 

machines handle Scarlet and Tifa. She handles Wesley personally. Maybe 

some kind of crazy machinery  hidden in her cyborg spider abdomen? Like it 

swallows him up to the neck and then spits him back out as a stud? 

o Scarlet and Tifa pretty much pounce him the second he comes out. Initially they 

overwhelm him with cock worship… with a little fighting over it. But then he gets his 

bearings and absolutely PUMMELS both of them. They’re sandwiching him but he 

still comes out on top. Exhausted and very sore, but on top. Doesn’t feel like his 

dong is gonna explode anymore. 



o Epilogue is Scarlet showing Ubera their battle android project. Specifically their 

infiltrator unit. …Which is basically 2B. The only problem is, the body is empty and 

they have no way to create a true consciousness for it. That’s where Ubera hatches a 

plan… 

 

 

 


